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ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove a result of complementarity problem where compact condition is

somewhat relaxed.
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Recently several interesting results have been given for complementarity problems As the

complementarity problem, variational inequality and fixed point theory are closely related (equivalent to

each other) that is why it has growing interest and varied applications. The applications in the field of

economics, optimization, game theory, mechanics and engineering are even growing rapidly
Here we will start with implicit complementarity problem and then derive results for complementarity

theory. For terminology one is referred to

Let <E, E’) be a dual system of a locally convex space. Let K C E be a closed convex cone We
denote by K" the dual cone of K, that is

K*={yE" :(x,y>>_O for all xK}.

Let f K E* and g K K. Then the implicit complementarity problem is as follows.

Find an x0 E K such that gzo K, fxo K" and

() (gzo, fxo> 0

The corresponding variational inequality will be as given below.

(/) Find z0 K such that gxo K and (x gzo, fxo) > 0 for all x K
In it is shown that () and (/) are equivalent.

Indeed, if() holds then by taking gxo 0, we get (z, fxo) > 0 for all x E K, so fxo K"
Also, if x 0 we get (gxo, fxo) < 0 and if x 2gxo, then (gxo, fXo) > O.

Thus (gxo, fxo) 0 and (a) is obtained.

In case (c0 holds then gxo K, fxo . K" and (gzo, fxo) O.

Since fxo K* so (x, fxo) > 0 for all x E K.
Hence (x gzo, fxo) > 0 for all x K and () holds.

The following result given in [2] extends and unifies results due to park and Kim [3], Takahashi [4]
and Chitra and Subrahmanyan [5]. The proof in [2] is based on the KKM-map principle (for details see

Granas [6]).
TIIEOREM 1. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space X. Let

A C C x C and g C C such that the following conditions are satisfied.
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i) (x, gx) A for all x C;
ii) for each y C, the set {x C (x, gy) . A} is convex or empty,

iii) for each x C, the set {y C (x, gy) A} is closed in C;
iv) C has a nonempty compact convex subset Co such that the set D {y C" (x, gy) A for

all x C0) is compact

Then there exists a Y0 C such that C x {gy0 } c A.
NOTE. Ifg I, an identity function, then one gets that C x {yo} C A [7].
In case C is compact convex and g is an identity map then we have the following
COROLLARY 1. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topological vector space X

and let A C C C have the following:

i) (x,x) A for each x C,
ii) for each y C the set {x C (x, y) A} is convex or empty;

iii) for each x C the set {y C (x, y) A} is closed in C.
Then there is Y0 C such that C x {y0 } c A.
We will make use of Theorem to prove the following result in complementary problem. First we

give our result for variational inequality and then as a consequence derive complementarity problem
THEOREM 2. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space E If

f D E" and g D D are cominuous functions such that

<gx, fx>< <z,.fx> for all xD.

Let D have a nonempty compact convex subset Do such that the set

S={yD’<gy, fy>>_O for all xDo}

is compact

Then there is Y0 D such that

(x-gyo, fyo>>_O for all xD.

PROOF. Let A { (x, y) D x D" (x gy, fy> >_ 0}. Then (x, x) A by hypothesis
Since f and g are continuous and the bilinear form <, is continuous therefore the set

{y D <x gy, fy> > 0}

is closed for every x D
The set

Ax {x D (x,y) A} {x D (x- gy, fy> < O}

is convex.

Indeed, if x and x2 are in As then z Xxl + (1 A)x2 Az, where 0 < A < 1.

We write

<Z gy, fy> <..T + (1 )2 gY,

(,,X gy, fy> + ((1 A)X2 gy,

< A.0 + (1- A) 0 0.

So (z gy, fy) < 0; and As is convex.

Thus conditions ofTheorem are satisfied and there is a Y0 D such that

(x-gyo,fYo)>_O for all xD.

Noting that the variational inequality is equivalent to the complementarity problem we derive the

following
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Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we get that there is a 1/o E D such that 91/o ( D, f1/o ( D" and

<o, Io> o
In case g I, an identity function, then we get a complementarity problem, that is, there is a 1/0 6 D

such that f1/o 6 D" and (1/o, ./1/o> 0.

In case D is also a compact set then the following result is obtained as a corollary This is due to

Isac [8].
COROLLARY 2. Let D be a nonempty compact convex subset ofE and f D E*, g D D

continuous maps. If (z ?z, fz) _> 0 for all z D, then there is a 1/0 E D such that

(z- g1/o, f1/0) _> 0 for all z 6 D.

We note that E need not be a Hausdorff space.
In case (E, E*) is a dual system of Banach space E, K is a closed convex cone in E and D is a

nonempty compact convex subset ofK, then we obtain the following
THEOREM 3. Let f, g K -) E* satisfy the following:

i) (gz, f:r.) >_ (z, fz) for every z ( D;
ii) for each sequence {1/) in D weakly converging to 1/0, then

liminf(z, fz,,) <_ (z, f1/o) for every z D;

iii) z ----} (gz, fz) is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous on D. Then there is an z0 D such
that

(z- gzo, .fzo) > 0 for all z E D.

In the proofofthis result one can use Corollary in the setting ofweak topology.
PROOF. Let a { (z, 1/) D x D: (fig- z, f1/) < 0}.
Then, on the same lines as given in one gets that

i) (z, z) E A for every z E D;
ii) the set {z 6 D (z, 1/) A} is convex for every 1/ D;

iii) the set {1/6 D (z, !/) 6 D} is weakly closed.

Hence the result follows from Corollary in the weak topology sense.
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